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Vincent vs Nessa

It wasn't the first time that Vincent had gotten hit by a regalia's infinity Noun remembering the painful

Noun he had suffered at Rpc's_name 's hand a long time ago or the many Noun he still

bore of his meeting with the Regalia . Obviously back then he was just some other Noun

another thorn in their sides but not really a Noun . Today the situation was very different. Vincent had

risen up to become one of the most Adjective riders in all of Location . However, despite this hard

earned title he was once again biting dust. Vincent Past tense verb a bit at the situation. It felt like he had

gone full circle and was right back where he started. Vincent forced himself on his feet throwing the ragged

Noun that still desperately clung to body to the ground. It was ripped to shred and stained with his blood

. The Adjective air felt Adjective on his mutilated flesh. Vincent pushed his body weight forward

since he was not able to even lift his Body part and watched as his air treks responded by driving him

towards the Noun .

Vincent almost fell flat on his face after tripping on a few pieces of debris. He found himself Verb ending 

in ing in the doorway and taking support on the right side of the Noun . He was Verb ending in 

ing hard. The Adjective taste in his mouth made Vincent realize that the interior of his mouth was cut

probably by his own teeth when he had collided with the Furniture . Either way he spat out the vital

Noun and



watched the crimson splotch on the pearl white Noun . He was really messed up at this point but he was

used to it. He was going to have another trip to the hospital and then everything would be better. Vincent forced

his head to look forward right at the Regalia queen. He managed to muster his Noun for one last

thing. He brought his Body part up and croaked out a painful " Quote !"; before his vision went

black and his form crumbled to the floor like a Noun whose Noun were suddenly Past 

tense verb . It was her Noun . Regalias really are frighteningly Adjective . In the distance loud

Plural noun could be heard signalling that the Noun were finally on their way.
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